
The Sioo Advantage !!
Sioo is a safe, natural and sustainable technology for the protection of wood both outdoors 
and indoors. It is water based and uses silicon technology to solve traditional problems 
related to wood protection. Sioo provides a unique set of advantages.!!

It is totally environmentally friendly and uses only naturally occurring 
elements. It is entirely free of harmful biocides and can be used with complete 
confidence to treat wooden surfaces which are touched by people, pets and 
wildlife. Sioo is used to protect wooden structures in conservation areas. 
Where biocide products have been impregnated, Sioo can be used to 
overcoat to prevent leaching of toxic substances. It is safe and sustainable.!!

Natural timber is a thing of great beauty and it deserves the very best 
form of wood protection to preserve it over a long time span with a 
finish entirely natural in appearance. Sioo is translucent so the wood 
grain is clear and the result, as the timber ages, is the retention of a 
natural wood appearance with an attractive developing grey nuance.!!!
Sioo is specified by architects and used by constructors and 
consumers attracted by its performance and appearance. It produces 
excellent results for all types of wood, new as well as old. Larch, 
cedar,fir, spruce, oak, other hardwoods and thermowood all benefit 
when treated.!!
Sioo provides long life in the most demanding of environments On 
vertical clad surfaces it will provide 15 years of life without re 
treatment. Sioo is highly durable and proven in practice in the 
harshest exposed coastal environments and across cold 
Scandinavian winters and hot summers. It protects timber in damp 
environments and prevents the penetration of water. The treated 
surface remains open for diffusion and breathable.!!
Sioo provides a barrier and resistive protection 
against fungus, spore, algae, rot and vermin from 
penetrating the timber. It safeguards and insures 
investments in timber assets.!!!!
Sioo gives very effective protection against UV radiation from the 
sun, prevents unsightly discolouration and uneven colouration across 

different wood surface 
aspects and under eave 
locations.!!!!
  !!
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Sioo solves the problem of the blackening of the resinous timbers 
such as larch, cedar, oak and sweet chestnut containing a large 
tannin concentration. Emitted tannin together with moisture 
attracts and ties up accumulations of dirt. Rot and algae thrive in 
this environment. The tannin in the wood is oxidised and the wood 
is darkened. Deterioration is common where the wood is open to 
sun and rain. When Sioo is applied to new timber, algae formation 
and fungal decay is resisted. A light lustrous surface is created 
and the wood is protected against deterioration and 
discolouration. For timber that has been attacked by algae and 
where rot has developed, Sioo will arrest this, break down the 
algae and stop the rot. The darkened wood will be returned to its 
natural colour and age with a silver grey nuance.!!
When applied Sioo treatment toughens and strengthens the 
timber surface preventing cracking and splinting. The surface 

develops a satin like lustrous finish which on 
decking is very pleasant to walk on even 
barefooted. !!!

Sioo has remarkable renovation characteristics.!
It is used for regenerating wooden surfaces that 
have deteriorated due to neglect, the use of poor!
quality and ineffective treatments and the ravages 
of time. The before and after effect of treating the 
Mother and Child statue in Kirkcudbright has been 
remarkable. The statue manufactured in green 
oak was deteriorating rapidly. Sioo treatment has 
given it new life with a beautiful silver grey lustrous 
appearance and the surface cracking stabilised.!
Old decking, cladding, garden furniture and 
wooden buildings can be similarly renovated.!!!
Sioo is very easy to apply to 
new or old surfaces. On old 
surfaces, Sioo acts as a 
cleaning agent lifting and 
removing dirt and stains not 
washed off by hand or 
pressure cleaning. After 
treatment, Sioo prevents  
deterioration as shown on 
the port surface to the right!
before treatment and 5 
years after. !!!!!!



!
From the protection of thermowood cladding 
on superstores to the preservation of teak 
decking on sea going yachts, Sioo has a wide 
range of applications delivering its unique 
combination of safe, natural and sustainable 
attributes. !!!!!
As well as its standard form Sioo can be 
supplied in a pigmented form to provide 
different shades of colour. Some architects 
and customers wish to see the natural 
silver grey, which develops as the timber 
matures, or a variation of this from the 
outset. The house shown has a dark grey 
pigment with a lighter grey pigmented 
panel to the right.  !!!

Sioo can be applied by hand with brush or 
spray application and also be applied 
industrially by spay machine, by dipping or by 
pressure impregnation. Sioo is a two step 
process which penetrates deeply into the 
wood structure systematically building up the 
wood protection and water protection 
qualities. With a viscosity similar to water, the 
components are very easy to apply, are non 
toxic with no special personal protection 
required and dry quickly. !! !

On public buildings, commercial 
developments or private dwellings 
Sioo Impregnation is a reliable 
and cost effective way to protect 
your investment in timber. Costed 
over the life cycle and with no 
requirement to reapply, it is much 
more economical than other less 
effective treatments.   !!!!!!!
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